ST. FRANCIS CATHOLIC SCHOOL SUPPLY LIST 2019-2020

Kindergarten 2019-2020 Supply List:
*PLEASE LABEL THESE 6 SUPPLIES:
1. Book Bag/Back Pack
2. Mat for rest time
3. Two pocket folders, pockets on the bottom not on the sides
4. Ten binder dividers with colored tabs
5. One 3-ring binder (1 inch or less in size) for Music/PE combined
6. Headphones with 3.5mm jack (recommend cord)

*PLEASE DO NOT LABEL THESE 9 SUPPLIES:
1. One water color paint set marked with child’s name (“Crayola” brand is very good)
2. Two boxes of Kleenex & Six rolls of paper towels
3. Four boxes of crayons 24 count, regular size
4. Three boxes of magic markers (preferably the wide-markers, Crayola Markers last the longest)
5. Two Papermate pink eraser (one for class and one for Art)
6. Dozen #2 Pencils
7. Scissors (Fiskars)
8. Black 3-ring binder
9. One 3 prong folder
10. One package fine tip black dry erase markers

First and Second Grade 2019-2020 Supply List:
*NAME ON THE FIRST SIX ITEMS, PLEASE
1. Book bag with child’s name on it
2. Four colored POCKET folders with bottom pockets (NOT side pockets) with name
   PRINTED CLEARLY on the TOP of the front
3. Two spiral notebooks with 70 pages wide-lined
   (name printed clearly on the top of the front for 1st Grade only.)
4. Two different colored 5 x 8 pencil boxes with child’s name printed on with permanent marker (NO BIGGER, please)
5. Two Papermate Pink Pearl erasers
6. Headphones with 3.5mm jack (recommend cord)
7. One red ball point pen (NOT felt tip) (1st Grade only)
8. Crayola TWISTABLE colored pencils
9. Fiskars scissors
10. Two boxes of classic color Crayola washable magic markers
11. Two boxes of Kleenex & Two rolls of paper towels
12. 2 jumbo glue sticks
13. One bottle Elmer’s 7 5/8 oz. GlueAll for Art (1st Grade Only)
14. 24 - #2 pencils SHARPENED (1st Grade Only)
15. Two boxes of 24 count crayons
16. One composition notebook (2nd Grade only)
17. One Crayola watercolor paint set for Art (2nd Grade Only)
18. FOR NEW STUDENTS ONLY ~ One 3-ring binder (1 inch or less in size) for Music/PE combined

Third Grade 2019-2020 Supply List:
1. Two red pens Fine Tip
2. Five 1 subject wide ruled, 100 sheet (or more) notebooks (We will mark at school.)
3. One bottle Elmer’s glue for Art
4. Two jumbo glue stick (one for class and one for Art)
5. 48 #2 wood pencils Sharpened (no mechanical pencils) – St. Francis pencils are available to purchase from Home and School
   No plastic or bendy pencils PLEASE!
6. Five pocket folders of different colors or designs (We will mark at school.)
7. One 12 inch ruler combined with metric
8. School box (regular school box – 9 x 14 x 3) or smaller – there is no room in desks for larger ones
9. One pair of scissors
10. Three boxes of Kleenex & three rolls of paper towels
11. 3 Block Eraser/Papermate Pink Pearl
12. Book Bag
13. Colored pencils 24 count
14. One set of fine tip Markers washable (NOT PERMANENT)
15. One box of 24 crayons
16. One package of EXPO dry erase markers
17. Two black fine point Sharpies for Art
18. FOR NEW STUDENTS ONLY ~ One 3-ring binder (1 inch or less in size) for Music/PE combined

*Attention – Please mark supplies with student’s name, (except folders and spiral notebooks.) These supplies need not be new, but may need to be replenished during the school year. No Trapper Keepers, please.
Fourth Grade 2019-2020 Supply List:
Please buy as close to the suggested sizes as possible. Items in good condition from last year may be used. No binders or Trapper Keepers, please. These will be returned home.
1. #2 lead pencils - - NO MECHANICAL PENCILS, PLEASE
2. One package of 200 count loose leaf wide-lined paper
3. Six 70 page wide-lined notebooks, spiral only
4. One box of crayons (at least 24 count)
5. Four red checking pencils/pens
6. Six pocket folders
7. One 12” ruler combined with metric
8. School box (regular sized – 9 x 14 x 3) or smaller – there is no room in desks for larger ones)
9. One pair of scissors
10. Three rolls of paper towels
11. One eraser (also need pencil top erasers)
12. Book bag (NOT TOO LARGE, as locker space is limited)
13. One set of colored pencils
14. One set of washable markers (thin lined, only)
15. One glue stick
16. Two Ultra Fine black sharpies for Art
17. Protractor
18. FOR NEW STUDENTS ONLY ~ One 3-ring binder (1 inch or less in size) for Music/PE combined
As the year goes on, some of these supplies might need to be replenished.

Fifth and Sixth Grade 2019-2020 Supply List:
1. School box or pencil bag approximately 5 x 8 inch size. (No large briefcase type)
2. 5th Grade - Two wide-lined spiral notebooks with at least 100 pages and
   Two wide-lined spiral notebooks with 70 pages
   6th Grade - Two wide-lined spiral notebooks with at least 100 pages and
   Four wide-lined spiral notebooks with 70 pages
3. Seven folders
4. Crayons – box of 24
5. Colored pencils
6. #2 pencils – St. Francis pencils are available to purchase from Home and School
7. Four red checking pens
8. One 12” ruler (combined with metric)
9. Large eraser
10. Fiskars scissors
11. Glue – small bottle and small glue stick
12. Eight medium point erasable blue or black pens
13. Book bag
14. One set of bold Crayola markers
15. Small hand held calculator
16. Three rolls paper towels
17. One package wide or college ruled loose leaf paper
18. Headphones with 3.5mm jack (recommend corded)
19. Two Fine black sharpies (5th Grade for Art)
20. Two Ultra Fine black sharpies (6th Grade for Art)
21. FOR NEW STUDENTS ONLY ~ One 3-ring binder (1 inch or less in size) for Music/PE combined.
The supplies do not need to be new. Last year’s supplies are more than adequate. No binders or Trapper Keepers, please; these will be returned home.